Steam into Reading at Central

Effective Teaching of Reading at Central State School

Teachers at Central teach reading by…..

**I Do**

- Reading Aloud to Students
- Modelled Reading
  - Yr 1 Video 1
  - Yr 1 Video 2

**WE Do**

- Shared Reading
- Guided Reading
  - P-3 and 4-6

**YOU Do**

- Independent Reading

Building a Broad and Deep Vocabulary

Decode (Fluently)

**Central Sight Words**

- Look at the Pictures – Eagle Eye
- Get your Lips Ready – Lips the Fish
- Stretch it Out – Stretchy Snake
- Chunk the Word - Chunky Monkey
- Skip It - Skippy Frog
- Try it Again - Tryin’ Lion
- Ask for help - Helpful Hippo

Comprehend

- Activate Prior Knowledge
- Predict
- Question
- Make Connections
- Visualise
- Make Inferences
- Question
- Self-Monitor
- Retell/Summarise
- Synthesise
- Revisit Predictions
- Question
- Evaluate the Text

Students use QAR to answer Questions

Students at Central are assessed using PM and Probe (along with C2C English Units - ACARA) - Explanation

Central Reading Targets/Tracker

Practise through Home Reading